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Teaching your Teen About Healthy Dating Relationships
Teach the Difference: What’s Healthy, What’s Not?
Healthy relationships are based on equality:

– Honesty and accountability
– Nonthreatening behavior
– Negotiation and fairness
– Communication
– Shared responsibility
– Respect
– Trust and support
– Independence and autonomy
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What Do Unhealthy
Relationships Look Like?
– Statistics say that 1 in 3 teens will experience physical, sexual, or emotional abuse
from someone they are in a relationship with before they become adults
– Unhealthy relationships are based on POWER and CONTROL
– The three most common types of abuse are:
– Emotional Abuse: Insults, humiliation, degradation, intimidation, manipulation, guilt

– Physical Abuse: When one person physically harms another, visible injury is not required in
order to qualify
– Sexual Abuse: Any act that directly or indirectly impacts a persons control of their own
sexual activity. This includes persuasion or pressure to engage in an act, as well as the
restriction of access to birth control.

– Warning signs!

Setting Boundaries
– Teens are used to being told by parents, coaches, teachers, and peers, what to do or how to
act, and may need guidance on how to set their own boundaries with others. Educating your
teen on how to set boundaries with a romantic partner will help empower them to do so on
their own.
– Boundaries can be introduced to teens as an outline of behavior they can set for their
partners behavior in a relationship.
– First, help your teen define for themselves how they want to be treated by a romantic partner. This
is their expectation for being in a relationship (Hint: use the material in this presentation!)

– Then, turn that expectation into a boundary: what does their partners behavior need to look like
for them to stay in a healthy relationship?
– Your teen can also discuss their expectation for their own behavior in a relationship is as well.

– Empower your teen to set boundaries!

Talking With Your Teen About
Healthy Relationships: Starting
the conversation
– Don’t make assumptions!
–

Gender-inclusive language

–

Keep an open mind

–

Be supportive no matter who they are attracted to

– Know when to ask for help
–

To support both you, and your teen!

– Be confident in your wisdom!
–

Regardless of your own successes or struggles in relationships, you have wisdom to share with your
child

– Be ok with your teen not wanting to talk to their parents about sex and/or relationships
–

Normalize this for yourself, and for your child

–

Help them identify someone supportive that they are willing to talk to

Talking With Your Teen About Healthy
Relationships: Starting the conversation
– Create space for a conversation by asking lots of questions:
– “There’s a lot of information out there about dating and relationships, I’d like us to
spend some time talking about your thoughts on relationships”.
– Are any of your friends dating? What are their relationships like? What kind of
relationship would you like to see your friends in?

– Have you seen any unhealthy relationships? How did you know it was unhealthy?
How did it make you feel?
– What kind of relationship would you like to see yourself in? How do you think
partners should treat each other? How do you know if your partner is treating you
with respect?

Talking with your teen
– When talking with your teen about dating relationships, it’s important to create a
feeling of trust and safety.
– Parents must do their best to regulate themselves. Your teen might tell you something that
makes you angry, disappointed, worried, or sad. Not reacting in a strong manner to this
information will let your teen know you can handle having a difficult conversation with
them.
– This includes keeping a calm exterior: neutral face, active listening, and calm voice.

– You are absolutely free to talk with your teen about upsetting information. Keep in
mind that the manner in which you do so will influence your teens ability to talk about
experiences with you in the future. If they’ve shared upsetting information with you,
take time to process your thoughts and feelings before addressing the situation with
your teen. Questions?

Talking With your Teen About Sex
– Take time to evaluate your thoughts and feelings on talking with your teen
about sex. What is your comfort level? What might be a trigger for you? What
message do you want your child to receive?
– Thinking about what you would like accomplish from the conversation and
creating mental talking points may help in keeping the conversation on track.

– Acknowledge with your teen this topic may be hard and uncomfortable at first,
but skipping it isn’t the answer. You can ask your teen what they might need
from you to feel comfortable and state the conversation will stay private
between parent and child.
– Mention that talking about sexual activity includes kissing, hugging, or touching
someone's body in a sexual way.

Talking Realistically with your
Teen about Sex
– Make the topic a discussion rather than a presentation. A presentation is one
sided, a discussion involves both members.
– Discuss the emotional impact entering into a sexual relationship can have:
– Sex is just as much emotional as it is physical, and talking with your teen about the
emotional impact it can have will help prepare them to make informed decisions in
the future.
–

How might it effect the way they feel about themselves, their partner, and other
relationships?

– What happens if it turns out different than they thought? What if their partner
breaks up with them?
– Preparing them for the emotional vulnerability that comes with entering an intimate
relationship can be just as important as educating them about birth control and STDs.

Talking About Consent
– Define for your teen what consent is:
– Consent is verbally telling someone you are ok with engaging in sexual activity
(kissing, touching, cuddling, intercourse, etc.). Consent should come or be given in
the form of a verbal “yes”.
– A head nod, an “I guess so”, or not saying no is not giving consent.

– Empower your child to decide each and every time someone tries to engage them
in sexual behavior to either give or not give consent. Just because they gave it last
week, does not mean they have to give it this week. They have the power to decide
each time what they want to do.
– Discuss the importance of receiving consent before engaging in any sexual activity
– Is it ok if I kiss you? Are you comfortable with this? Is it alright if I ___________”

Consent Continued
– Your teen has the right to give or not give consent at any time. This also means
they can give consent, begin to engage in sexual activity, change their mind, and
stop the sexual activity at anytime. Letting teens know they are allowed to
change their minds and reverse their consent at any time during sexual activity
is extremely important.
– Some teens who begin to engage in sexual activity believe they have to
continue, even if they don’t want to. Let your teen know it’s ok to stop or
change their mind.
– It’s also important to let your teen know that consent can only be given when
sober. Drunk consent is not consent.

Personal Bill of Rights
1. I have the right to ask for what I want.
2. I have the right to say no to requests or demands.
3. I have the right to express all of my feelings, positive or negative.
4. I have the right to change my mind.
5. I have the right to make mistakes and to not have to be perfect.
6. I have the right to follow my own values and standards.
7. I have the right to say no to anything when I feel I am not ready, it
is unsafe or it violates my values.
8. I have the right to determine my own priorities.
9. I have the right not to be responsible for others behaviors, actions,
feelings or problems.
10. I have the right to expect honesty from others.
11. I have the right to be angry at someone I love.
12. I have the right to be uniquely myself.

Personal Bill of Rights
Continued
13. I have the right to feel scared and say, "I'm afraid.”
14. I have the right to say, "I don’t know.”
15. I have the right not to give excuses or reasons for my behavior.
16. I have the right to make decisions based on my feelings.
17. I have the right to my own needs for personal space and time.
18. I have the right to be playful and carefree.
19. I have the right to be healthier than those around me.
20. I have the right to be in a non-abusive environment.
21. I have the right to make friends and be comfortable around
people.
22. I have the right to change and grow.
23. I have the right to have my needs and wants respected by others.
24. I have the right to be treated with dignity and respect.
25. I have the right to be happy.

Questions?

